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ABSTRACT

As a result of its ultra-low power consumption, simple development, sufficient
network coverage, and rapid data transfer speed, Bluetooth low energy (BLE)
has emerged as the standard communication standard for internet of things (IoT)
nodes. Therefore, in this review paper introduces the concept of Bluetooth low
energy for the internet of things (BLE-IoT) in terms of Bluetooth classic, Blue-
tooth version, applications for BLE-IoT, and new features of BLE-IoT. We then
provide a taxonomy of literature reviews based on the parameter adjustment ap-
proach (e.g., advertiser side schemes, scanner side schemes, hybrid schemes)
and collision avoidance approach (e.g., advertiser side schemes and scanner side
schemes). Finally, we discuss research challenges and future opportunities for
BLE-IoT.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Commonly referred to as ”Bluetooth smart,” Bluetooth low energy (BLE) [1], [2] is the most popular

wireless standard for IoT gadgets. The Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG) created and continues to support
this wireless personal area network (WPAN) technology. BLE was created by Nokia under the name Wibree
[3]-[5] and has now been adopted by Bluetooth SIG [6], [7], which has over 20,000 active members. In June of
2010, BLE was initially presented in Bluetooth core specification 4.0 [8], and it has a few unique capabilities
compared to traditional Bluetooth [9], [10]. The BLE protocol was developed for use in low-power, short-
range communications between internet of things (IoT) sensors and other devices. Compared to competing
low-power wireless systems like ZigBee [11], [12], Z-wave, and Wavenis, BLE has seen the most adoption.
Compared to rival protocols like ZigBee and ANT, BLE is significantly more energy efficient. BLE is unique
among wireless technologies (including Bluetooth and WiFi) in that it uses essentially no energy. Many of its
security and privacy issues stemming from its streamlined protocol stack [13].

Researching BLE’s security flaws is essential as it is now used by billions of devices. Every new piece
of technology we add to our homes or workplaces makes our lives easier and boosts our output, but it also
increases the number of potential points of attack. The security and privacy problems associated with BLE’s
widespread deployment in healthcare applications are potentially catastrophic [14]-[16]. The rest of this paper
is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the concept of Bluetooth low energy for the internet of things
(BLE-IoT). Section 3 provides a taxonomy of literature reviews. Section 4 discuss research challenges and
future opportunities for BLE-IoT. Finally, this review is provided conclusion in section 5.
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2. BLUETOOTH LOW ENERGY FOR THE INTERNET OF THINGS
2.1. Internet of things

Over the past decade, the IoT has seen widespread implementation in a variety of settings, including
industrial systems, healthcare systems, military applications, beacons, and smart home goods. Presently, there
are 14.2 billion IoT devices connected to the internet, and this number is expected to climb to 25 billion by
2021. BLE is used by the vast majority of IoT devices to transfer data and connect to the web. Since BLE and
classic Bluetooth [17] share an identical implementation, the former’s popularity helped pave the way for the
latter’s adoption. Windows 10, Linux, Android, and even Mac OS X all support classic Bluetooth, and BLE is
becoming increasingly popular.

2.2. Introduction to Bluetooth classic
With Bluetooth [18] innovation, the cable is no longer necessary for short-range wireless data ex-

change between mobile devices like a cell phone, laptop, or headphones and other peripherals. Bluetooth was
originally standardised as IEEE 802.15.1 [19], but its requirement and trademark are now managed by the
Bluetooth SIG. Bluetooth uses the unlicensed but still regulated ISM band, which is between 2.40 GHz and
2.48 GHz. In a Bluetooth network, a “master” device can link to a maximum of seven “slaves,” each of which
can then transmit data in packet form. Piconet is the term for this particular network architecture.

2.3. Bluetooth version
The Bluetooth SIG has released five major Bluetooth versions. Every release is compatible with

previous ones. The following are some of the key differences between the two versions:
- Bluetooth 1.x: in May of 1998, the original Bluetooth protocol debuted. It is rarely used these days. It has a

low maximum speed (just 1 Mbit/s) and a plethora of pairing security flaws.
- Bluetooth 2.x: in 2005, the public saw the debut of this iteration. The ease with which it could pair with other

phones made it a hit among those that were showcased. It allows for data transfer rates of up to 3 Mbit/s.
- Bluetooth 3.x: the Bluetooth SIG approved version 3 of the Bluetooth specification in April 2009. It can

transfer data faster than its predecessors (up to 24 Mbit/s). However, increased velocity is accompanied by
increased energy requirements.

- Bluetooth 4.x: the most intriguing low energy (LE) feature is included in this version, which was released in
June of 2010. Because of this feature, BLE can support IoT devices that have limited battery life. A range of
50–100 metres is supported, and it is capable of higher speeds. With Bluetooth 4.1, you can connect devices
in the Internet of Things indirectly. In the past, BLE IoT devices required a smartphone’s Internet connection
in order to function. To counter this, Bluetooth 4.2 included an internet protocol version 6 (IPv6) layer in
the BLE protocol stack. Therefore, the BLE protocol can be used by IoT devices as a foundation for IPv6
networking.

- Bluetooth 5.x: compared to its predecessors, this 2016 release is noticeably speedier than the rest.

2.4. Applications for BLE-IoT
This subsection describes the applications for BLE-IoT. These applications are the technology of

beacon, bleach and mobile payment. The description of these applications are as follows.
- Technology of beacon: a beacon is a radio transmitter that uses BLE to broadcast messages to nearby smart-

phones through geolocation services [20]. Shoppers who are in the immediate vicinity of a beacon can be
alerted to the presence of that beacon’s vendor by the device.

- Bleach: not being able to modify the underlying BLE radio driver or link layer is a significant limitation for
BLE developers. It’s essentially a black box that carries out data transfer instructions.

- Mobile payment: when combined with a payment app, BLE can enable mobile commerce. Every retail store
makes use of BLE beacons to promote a variety of goods.

2.5. New features of BLE-IoT
This subsection describes the new features for BLE-IoT. These features are higher speed, support

for IoT devices, cover larger range, long-lasting battery, LE advertising extensions, increase payload size, LE
channel selection algorithm, LE audio, GATT caching, Slot availability mask, and security manager. The
description of these features are as follows.
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- Higher speed: in comparison to BLE v5, which can achieve up to 2 Mbps, BLE v4 can only achieve speeds
of up to 1 Mbps. This means that the data transfer rate between the wearable device and mobile app can be
increased and that live streaming is possible with BLE v5. The devices can be reprogrammed to improve
speed or extend the range of their covert operations.

- Support for IoT devices: for optimal performance, many IoT devices call for low power consumption along-
side high speed and throughput. Since BLE 5.0, it has been possible to use it with any kind of IoT device
thanks to the variety of ways in which these issues can be addressed.

- Cover larger range: the range of BLE v5.0 is roughly 4 times that of its predecessors. There is a range of
50-100 metres outdoors with BLE v4, and 10-20 metres indoors. Whereas the range of BLE v5 is 200 metres
outside and 40-50 metres inside. Because of this, it can serve as an alternative to wireless internet over WiFi.

- Long-lasting battery: energy consumption in BLE v5 is nearly half that of previous versions thanks to im-
provements in signal modulation design and spectrum utilisation.

- LE advertising extensions: thanks to advancements in advertising packet transmission, devices can now com-
municate by exchanging packets without needing to synchronise their clocks. Thanks to this improvement,
beacons can be used extensively in any setting.

- Increase payload size: with BLE v4, there isn’t much you can say in a message. The average size of a
message is 31 bytes with a payload size of 17-20 bytes. The maximum message size for BLE v5.x is
255 bytes.

- LE channel selection algorithm: with the release of BLE v5.0, this functionality is now available. As a result
of its ability to mitigate detrimental effects of interference and multi-path fading, this algorithm allows for a
significant increase in data transmission throughput.

- LE audio: with the dual audio mode enabled, a mobile device can connect to two audio devices at once using
the multiple audio connectivity features introduced in BLE v5.2.

- Generic attribute profile (GATT) caching: since BLE version 5.1, this capability has been available. In
this way, GATT caching reduces the time needed to learn about the GATT database after re-connecting the
previously connected devices.

- Slot availability mask: it is because of this function that BLE can exist in close proximity to long-term
evolution (LTE) transmission. This means that it avoids packet loss by staying on its own channel and not
interfering with other nearby LTE transmissions.

- Security manager: the newest BLE releases feature an improved SM, making it more challenging for an
attacker to break.

3. LITERATURE REVIEWS
There are several researchers who have applied BLE-IoT to address concerns in wireless technology.

As shown in Figure 1, this review taxonomies these studies according to both approaches, namely the parameter
adjustment approach and collision avoidance approach. The parameter adjustment approach is advertiser side
schemes, scanner side schemes, and hybrid schemes. These schemes describes are as follows.

Figure 1. Taxonomy of literature reviews for BLE-IoT

3.1. Parameter adjustment approach
An approach of this type involves the modification of one or more parameters. According to the

device that makes the necessary adjustments, the schemes can be broken down into one of three categories.
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These names are advertiser-side schemes, scanner-side schemes, and hybrid schemes. These categories have
been provided as follows.

3.1.1. Advertiser side schemes
Liu et al. [21], present a simple shrink discovery scheme for rapid discovery. The authors begin by

examining the theoretical mode and simulation results to see how changing a parameter affects the time it takes
to make a discovery. Seo et al. [22], explained a system of variable commercial breaks is proposed. The authors
use a straight forward carrier sensing (CS) mechanism to gather up-to-date contention data on the network. In
order to reduce the time it takes for complete advertisers to be discovered, Shan and Roh [23] and Mohammed
et al. [24] propose an optimal advertisement interval scheme. The authors develop an analytical model to
determine the time required to find all nearby marketers in the system. Renzler et al. [25] and Al-Mekhlafi
et al. [26], propose an adaptive method for finding BLE devices. The goal of this scheme is to reduce power
consumption and reduce the time it takes for objects to be discovered in smart lock systems.

3.1.2. Scanner side schemes
Liu et al. [27] find a proposal for an adaptive device discovery scheme. In this scheme, two crucial

scanner parameters are dynamically adjusted in response to the current contention situation. The parameters
are suggested by Kandhalu et al. in [28]. This method’s primary goal is to ensure a finite discovery latency for
vehicular networks.

3.1.3. Hybrid schemes
The discovery performance can be enhanced by using the proposed adaptive parameter setting algo-

rithm in [29]. In particular, the process of establishing parameters involves both gadgets. These schemes are
based on a parameter adjustment approach. Hybrid is combined with multiple scheme types.

3.1.4. Discussion
There are a variety of criteria that can be used to set the parameter. Each gadget’s discovery efficiency

is evaluated on its own merits, taking into account the characteristics of the corresponding schemes. In partic-
ular, the scalability is hampered by the two schemes in [25], [28] that are designed for a specific application to
be implemented using BLE technology. Table 1 summarises the varying parameters for each scheme.

Table 1. Summarises of schemes based parameter adjustment approach
Paper scan window scan interval adv interval
[21] No No Yes
[22] No No Yes
[23] No No Yes
[25] No No Yes
[27] Yes Yes No
[28] Yes No No
[29] Yes No Yes

3.2. Collision avoidance approach
These approaches are motivated by the fact that the collision avoidance mechanisms provided by

the BLE standard are insufficient for a busy BLE network. We distinguish between two groups of collision
avoidance strategies. The widespread presence of advertisers and scanners on the BLE network is taken for
granted.

3.2.1. Advertiser side schemes
A CS-based discovery scheme is proposed in [22], [30]. Prior to sending an connectable scannable

undirected advertising (ADV IND) protocol data unit (PDU), the advertiser uses the CS period, as in [22], to
verify the state of all available advertising channels. This first type of collision avoidance approach is described.

3.2.2. Scanner side schemes
Kim and Han [31] propose a backoff scheme for the scanner. After sending an ADV IND PDU, an

advertiser will remain on that channel for the following WA. Yang and Tseng [32] propose a new time-slot
waiting system. The authors first suggest a two-way handshake to replace the three-way handshake required by
the BLE standard, in which the advertiser does not respond to a scan response packets sent (SCAN RSP) PDU
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even after receiving it successfully. Hernandez-Solana et al. [33] proposes an anti-collision adaptation scheme
for dense IoT tracking applications. One intended outcome of this scheme is to reduce the load on the BLE
standard’s backoff mechanism. This scheme’s foundation is the extension mode in the scanner’s side known
as opportunistic listening (OL) described in [34]. OL allows the scanner to listen in on messages intended for
other devices.

3.2.3. Discussion
When it comes to the discovery process, the collision avoidance schemes deviate from the BLE stan-

dard operation and necessitate some adjustments. For this reason, it is questionable whether the proposed
schemes can be realised in practical BLE devices. The feasibility of the scheme described in [33] is specifically
examined.

4. RESEARCH CHALLENGES AND FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES
Here, we’ll go over seven broad areas where researchers are facing problems right now and where

they can find answers in the future. This raises questions for the future that can help security researchers design
a better guideline for IoT device manufacturers by investigating potential security and privacy issues of these
new features of BLE-IoT, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Research challenges and future opportunities for BLE-IoT

- Mesh network aspect: although BLE was developed with a star topology in mind, multi-hop mesh networks
are required for use in industrial settings. Therefore, there are numerous areas for investigation into the
development of a protected mesh network employing short-range BLE technology. There are many physical,
link, network, and application layer security and privacy concerns that need to be investigated due to the
large number of devices that are part of this network. Real-time communication [35], effective multicast
[36], effective authentication, efficient auto-configuration, and inter-operability are some of the challenges
still to be solved in the BLE mesh network.

- Security aspect: the enhanced capabilities of BLE 5.x make it a desirable option for IoT gadgets. This,
however, broadens the potential target of an assault. Having a wider area of coverage makes it easier for
attackers to gain access to devices and eavesdrop from a greater distance. When it comes to protecting the
privacy, authenticity, and integrity of BLE 5.x communications, there has not been enough research done on
the newest features and security mechanisms [37].

- Key exchanging aspect: custom key exchange mechanisms used in legacy connections are a major security
hole in the BLE protocol. The pairing methodologies and link-layer encryption used to ensure privacy and
strong encryption for better security are the subject of constant improvement research. In later versions,
BLE’s encryption was refined [37]. This encryption, however, can be broken at any time if manufacturers of
said devices fail to properly uphold standardised guidelines [38].

- Performance aspect: academic and professional researchers are collaborating on some unanswered research
questions to boost BLE’s functionality. In BLE v5.x, the physical layer, or radio or physical layer (PHY)
mode, was introduced to boost collision avoidance throughput, range, speed, and energy efficiency, open-
ing up a wealth of new opportunities for research [30]. Most of the time, using adaptive frequency hop-
ping to avoid interference works, which could pave the way for coexistence with other wireless technology.
Integrating Bluetooth low energy (5G) and virtual autonomous networks (VANET) is a challenging area of
study [39].

- New framework aspect: when designing a new security system [40], it’s important to have a few things in
mind. The goal of developing a framework for secure communication between two BLE devices is a worth-
while one [41]. A mechanism to protect against various BLE threats and guarantee stable communication is
required in such a framework.
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- Machine learning aspect: in industrial and home automation networks, there are many BLE-driven IoT
devices. Security in BLE 5.x is predicated largely on protecting data exchanged among two devices [42].
Insufficient methods exist for protecting BLE mesh networks. There is a current window of opportunity for
researchers to figure out how to use intrusion detection systems [37], [43] and intrusion prevention systems
[watchdogs] to keep the BLE mesh network safe from zero-day vulnerabilities, denial-of-service attacks, and
spoofing attacks [44]. Improving IoT security and privacy by developing novel machine learning algorithms
is an exciting area of study. A number of methods, including neural networks (NN) [45], [46] and support
vector machines (SVM) [47], [48], can be used to detect network intrusion. A deep neural network (DNN)
[49] or a SVM [50] can be used to detect spoofing. Gaussian mixture models with infinite parameters can
improve authentication’s secrecy [51], [52].

- Blockchain aspect: IoT devices enabled by BLE have become ubiquitous. As a result, it is crucial to ensure
that IoT devices have strong access controls and that sensitive data is managed securely. Connecting to an
IoT device via a server, rather than each device individually, could improve both device management and
user privacy [53], [54].

5. CONCLUSION
Because of its low energy requirements and high reliability in data transmission, BLE has quickly

become one of the most popular technologies in the IoT industry worldwide. It’s become crucial to our regular
activities and IoT interactions. Despite BLE’s low power consumption and speedy data transfer, some of its
pairing methods are insecure, putting BLE communications at risk. Therefore, this review provides a com-
prehensive of BLE-IoT technology. Then we provide a taxonomy of literature reviews and discuss research
challenges and future opportunities for BLE-IoT.

Since its initial release, BLE’s architecture has undergone significant changes, making it difficult to
identify serious vulnerabilities in its newest features. BLE will be more trustworthy after recent research on
various pairing mechanisms, encryption improvements, structured mesh topology, and network protection via
IDS and block-chain. BLE will be a desirable solution in the future IoT because of its low power consumption,
high efficiency, and high security.
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